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ashington Navy Yard has a
terrific collection of mostly
non-U.S. bronze guns on dis-

play in its Leutze Park. The barrels sit on
decorative iron carriages cast years ago at
the yard. 

A virtual tour of the 26 cannon can be
seen at www.history.navy.mil/can-
nons/cannons.html. Cannon collector
and researcher John Morris of Spring-
field, Va., also shows the guns online, but
there’s a difference. Morris illustrates
how the bronze pieces are deteriorating.

His videos are at
www.youtube.com/watch?v+c30CocX5
pU0. Viewers can also search under
YouTube for “cannonmn” (that is correct:
mn).

And he shares his concerns on discus-
sion boards at the Company of Military
Historians and Graybeard Outdoors
Blackpowder Mortar and Cannon forum.

He has also contacted the Navy by
phone and in writing. For more than a
year Morris has been trying, without suc-
cess, to get the department to protect the
guns.

The collection includes Austrian,
British, French, Japanese, Spanish and Ve-
netian howitzers, 9 and 12 pdrs. and a
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U.S. Army 24-pdr. howitzer. Morris says
most of the guns have known histories
going back to at least the Barbary Wars.
He thinks the collection has an auction
value of $20-30 million.

Morris first photographed the Leutze

Park ordnance about 1980. A couple of
years ago when he returned to the park
he was distressed by the guns’ condition. 

One, in particular, upset him. It’s No.
24 on the Navy Yard’s virtual tour — a
6.5-inch Spanish howitzer. Morris says

This Venetian howitzer retains some black paint, which protects bronze in the areas it
covers. (John Morris photos) 

French and Spanish guns along Dahlgren Avenue have lost some of their markings due to environmental corrosion.
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this gun is rare — “the only Spanish gun
of that type and caliber I have ever seen
in this country.”

Morris has a special interest in Spanish
cannon, particularly bronze pieces, and
started the Web group Spanish Artillery Re-
search Associates which can be found at
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/span-
ishartillery

He says the howitzer’s name, Justiciero
(the just one), was engraved across the
chase near the muzzle to look like a cloth
banner. It was clear and readable when
Morris saw it years ago and even in 2008.

“When I went back a couple of months
ago I could not read the name at all,” he
says. Acid rain produced by coal-burning
plants and vehicle traffic and bird drop-
pings, which also are acidic, are the rea-
son, says Morris.

A trunnion on the howitzer, which is
dated Nov. 13, 1782, is marked bronzes
viejos, or old bronze. Morris explains that
Spanish guns had their weight engraved
on one trunnion and the source of the
copper, such as Mexico or America,
engraved on the other. The names

The once magnificent cast-in-relief Lion of Venice is all but gone. Only traces of paint
remain to define his image.
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indicated where the newly mined copper
came from.

Bronzes viejos means the bronze was sal-
vaged or recycled, rather than being
made new from copper and tin. 

While all of the Navy Yard bronze guns
are suffering from erosion to some extent,
depending on the bronze alloy, Morris
says those made from old bronze suffer
the worst. 

Acid rain damages bronze cannon in
any outdoor display, especially in the
Northeast. Morris says the damage to the
Washington Navy Yard guns is more sig-
nificant because these barrels are heavily
marked and decorated on top and those
markings are disappearings.

He says he was appalled by what he
saw at the Navy Yard in 2008. He started
phoning and writing as well as doing
Web postings, to no avail. 

Morris says he suggested that the guns
be displayed indoors in the museum
where replica cannon, which could be
moved outside, are shown. 

In August 2008 Naval District

“San Bruno,” which was cast in Lima, Peru, in 1686, shows the casting porosity typical
of guns from Lima from that period. This type of bronze seems especially vulnerable to
acid-rain corrosion. John Morris says this priceless relic should not be allowed to
continue to dissolve.
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This closeup of “San Bruno” shows the hard scale of porous corrosion products that
probably allow corrosion of bronze to continue invisibly underneath.

Top: The engraved name "Justiciero" is barely visible on the chase in August 2008.
Bottom: Ongoing corrosion removed what remained of the howitzer's name by August
2009.

Closeup of a Venetian howitzer’s raised
vent field shows valleys of corrosion
between islands of black-painted bronze.

This August 2009 photo shows green
stains from acid-rain-dissolved copper in
an Austrian howitzer. Morris notes how
the acid rain dripping off the cannon in
one particular spot dissolved the concrete
pad after dissolving the cannon’s copper.

The incised weight marking on “San
Bruno” is nearly gone. Spanish authorities
kept meticulous records, many of which
remain in various archives. The weight
mark is valuable in tracing a gun’s history,
since it was one of the marks that was
almost always recorded at the various
arsenals and military posts. 
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outdoors near the old Commandant’s
Office.

All of the Leutze Park bronze guns
were painted black, probably before
World War II, according to Morris.
Almost every one shows remains of black

Washington informed him, “We have
decided to keep the guns on display
outdoors while awaiting professional
treatment.” Morris says his offer of assis-
tance was declined.

The Naval History and Heritage Com-
mand, which is based at the navy yard, is
in charge of the yard. On June 22, 2009,
Morris wrote its director, Rear Admiral
Jay A. DeLoach (Ret.), with his concerns
and suggestions and a CD with 10 videos
of the bronze guns. He is still waiting for
a reply. 

In this letter Morris reported that he
had re-examined the Leutze Park display
and documented “continuing corrosion
on the cannons, evidence of runoff of cor-
rosion products from the cannons into
the ground, and specifically the loss of
markings on the cannons” since his pre-
vious visit 10 months earlier.

His close-up photos show pitting and
furrowing and green stain on the concrete
platforms on which the gun carriages sit.

Morris offered to help the Navy “
resolve this embarrassing issue.” He
suggested a “simple” solution, painting
the tubes. First they would have to be
carefully cleaned of corrosion and bird
dung and dried and then primed. 

He notes that the Navy already has
painted and thus preserved a small
bronze howitzer that is displayed

paint. The bronze under the paint is
good. Where the paint came off early,
such as the tops of the tubes, there is a
“huge amount of deep furrowing and
corrosion.”

Iron guns fare better, Morris says,
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 for the 10th Mass. Battery and shot 50-5Vs many times. Shoots clean 
 holes at 200 yards. Has taken out 50-gallon drums at 1,000 yards.

 $14,000 OBO
  Can be picked up

  in Vermont
 (800) 824-7073
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"Justiciero" is one of many Washington Navy Yard Spanish guns with the trunnion mark
Bronzes Viejos. As the sign explains, they were made from melted down old bronze
cannons. Morris says they seem particularly vulnerable to corrosion from acid rain and
bird droppings. 
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because when they are unpainted they
become unsightly with “ugly red rust”
and someone repaints them. Bronze
guns don’t look ugly to visitors. “Peo-
ple think the blue green is pretty, but
what it means is that the ones made
from recycled bronze are dissolving.”

Morris recommended the Navy
apply a removable type paint, not
epoxy, and offered the services of
several organizations to help with
expertise and labor.

His letter to the admiral closed:
“…I’d much rather be spending time
actively helping with this, as opposed
to just documenting the issue and com-
plaining about it as I’m doing now.”

The Artilleryman e-mailed the media
relations and public affairs office to dis-
cuss the guns, but did not get a reply.

One would think Morris would have
success with the Navy, if anyone
would, since he is an Annapolis gradu-
ate who spent eight years in the Navy
and until 2003 was a civilian engineer
with the Navy Department.

In addition to continuing his
independent research, Morris oper-
ates Springfield Arsenal LLC,
through which he sells military col-
lectibles and does some weapons
restoration. He can be reached at
Springfield.arsenal@verizon.net

Profile view of the rare Spanish 7-pulgada (inch) field howitzer "Justiciero."

Remaining black paint has protected “San Bruno” somewhat, preserving the founder's
name. Bird droppings on top are a problem for all outside-display bronze cannons.

The elaborate coat of arms of Viceroy of
Lima on “San Bruno” is losing detail.
Morris says it could be completely erased
in another 50 years.




